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1. Introduction

This study examined the production of English lexical stress by Japanese speakers to determine which acoustic features associated with English lexical stress are difficult for Japanese speakers to acquire. Realization of lexical accent differs between languages. English is a stress-accent language where the accent is expressed by a combination of pitch, duration, intensity and vowel quality (Fry 1955, Gay 1978, Kochanski et al. 2005 & Kochanski and Orphanidou, 2008). In contrast, Japanese is a pitch-accent language where the accent is dominantly realized by a fall in the fundamental frequency (F0) from an accented high pitched mora to the following mora, and there is very little use of intensity to mark accent (Fujisaki et al. 1986). Studies on non-native English learners have shown that problems on acquiring English stress vary depending on their first language (L1). For example, Arabic speakers show different use of F0 and formant frequencies in stressed and unstressed vowels compared with native English speakers (Zuraiq & Soreno 2007). Lee et al (2006) also reported that Japanese speakers found it difficult to achieve vowel centralization of English unstressed vowels.

This study investigated the effect of Japanese (L1) prosody on English (L2). In particular, the study focused on how Japanese speakers who speak fluent English still show the influence of Japanese phonology, and also examined whether there are any characteristics notably different from native English speakers’ utterances. Different factors influence L2 speech rhythm. For example, different languages use different phonological units to keep speech rhythm. Japanese uses the mora as the fundamental unit for its speech rhythm and many studies have reported mora-based timing control for Japanese. The duration of each mora is not necessarily equal, but the duration of a word or phrase is determined by the number of morae in it (Port et al., 1987). There is mora-based segmental elasticity and durational compensation between CV which constitutes a mora rather than between V-C across a mora boundary (Campbell and Sagisaka, 1991; Sato, 1993). The effect of the mora on L2 has been reported in English (Mochizuki-Sudo & Kiritani 1991) and in French (Kondo & Shinohara, 2003 & 2006). Vowel quality is also an important cue for stress in English. Everything being equal, vowels in unstressed syllables are shorter and have centralized quality. Although the order of importance among these acoustic cues of English stress varies from study to study, all these are important cues to differentiate stressed and unstressed syllables in English (Fear et al., 1995).

Considering the prosodic differences between English and Japanese, various factors affect L2 speech rhythm. An earlier study (Kondo, 2007) found an L1 influence in English speakers’ Japanese utterances. English speakers showed strong influence of lexical accent on vowel duration in their Japanese utterances. They showed two patterns: (i) large F0 increase but little durational increase, and (ii) durational increase instead of any F0 increase. In the present study most of the Japanese subjects spent some years in English speaking environments and spoke relatively good English. However, they still showed some influence of their L1, Japanese, in their English utterances.

Among these acoustic features, i.e. vowel duration, F0, intensity and quality, some features are easier to acquire than others and some take longer to acquire during the process of L2 sound acquisition.
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If some features are difficult to acquire, how do Japanese speakers manipulate these acoustic features while they try to achieve English prosody? Is there any relationship between the features? The current research studies Japanese speakers’ acoustic manipulation of English lexical stress and examines how Japanese speakers try to achieve English stress.

2. Experiment

2.1. Methods

In order to measure acoustic realization of English stress by Japanese speakers, eight female Japanese speakers and four female native American English speakers recorded their utterances. The Japanese subjects were students of Waseda University; they had all spent some years (up to 10 years) in English speaking environments and were fluent in English, but none of them were bilingual. The American speakers were students of Kansas University, from either Kansas or Missouri.

All the students in the study pronounced pairs of disyllabic English words with contrasting stress positions, listed in (1) below. The words were randomly presented and were pronounced three times each at a comfortable tempo in the carrier sentence ‘I’ll say test word now’. The stressed syllable was marked on the reading text for both Japanese and English speakers. Stressed and unstressed vowels of each test word were examined acoustically for (i) duration, (ii) the average, peak and lowest F0, (iii) average and peak intensity and (iv) the first and second formant frequencies. For the word pairs /differ/ - /def'ær/ and /permit/ - /perm'it/, measurements of the second vowel /æ(r)/ and /æ(ə)/ of ‘differ’ - ‘def’ær’ and the first vowel /æ(r)/ and /æ(ə)/ of ‘permit’ and ‘perm’it were taken including the following /r/ whenever the vowels were followed by /r/. The reason was because some speakers had acquired rhotic accent and pronounced the postvocalic /r/ while others did not.

(1) Di-syllabic words: (a) 1st syllable accented and (b) 2nd syllable accented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(noun)</th>
<th>(verb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) contract</td>
<td>/'kɒntrækt/, 'kontrækt/</td>
<td>/kon'trækt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) differ</td>
<td>/'dɪfə(r)/</td>
<td>/dɪ'fə(r)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) permit</td>
<td>/'pɜrmɪt/</td>
<td>/pə'mɪt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) subject</td>
<td>/'sʌbdʒekt/</td>
<td>/səb'dʒekt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) decrease</td>
<td>/'di:kriːs/</td>
<td>/dɪ'kriːs/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were some problems in the experiments. Some Japanese speakers inserted a vowel in the consonant clusters in /sʌbdʒekt/ and /decrease/ as /səb'dʒekt/ and /dɪkriːs/ respectively. Both words were pronounced as three syllables. These utterances were eliminated from analysis. Another problem was accent placement. Many Japanese speakers as well as many native English speakers placed the lexical accent on the second syllable rather than on the first for both /decrease/ and /permit/ as /di:kriːs/ and /pɜrmɪt/ respectively. Since there were too many examples of /dɪkriːs/ for /decrease/ (noun), the ‘decrease’ (noun) - ‘decrease’ (verb) pair was eliminated entirely and samples of wrongly accented /permit/ (noun) /pɜrmɪt/ were also eliminated from analysis.

The samples were digitized at a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz, and analyzed using Praat. Statistical analysis was performed by SPSS.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Vowel duration

Stressed vowels were longer than unstressed vowels for both native English and Japanese speakers (For the first vowel (V1): language [F(1, 277) = 61.5, p< .0001], stress position [F(1, 277) = 117.49, p< .0001]; and the second vowel (V2): language [F(1, 277) = 30.56, p< .0001], stress position [F(1, 277) = 27.35, p< .0001]) (Figures 1a, 1b). This difference occurred when either V1 or V2 was stressed, but the native English speakers reduced vowel duration significantly more than the Japanese speakers in unstressed vowels. There was a significant interaction between the language groups and the location of stress when V1 was stressed (language x stress position [F(1, 277) = 6.43, p< .05]) showing that there was a larger difference between the durations of stressed and unstressed vowels in the native English speakers’ utterances than in the Japanese speakers utterances, mainly for V1.
3.2. Intensity

The peak and average intensity of all vowels were measured. The ratio between the first and second vowels within the same word was obtained and analyzed by the location of stress and speakers’ first language. The V1/V2 ratios for both average and peak intensities were over 100% when V1 was stressed and below 100% when V2 was stressed. This means that both language groups increased vowel intensity when vowels were stressed compared with unstressed vowels in the same word. There was no significant difference between the language groups (for average V1/V2 intensity ratio: language \[F(1, 277) = 2.55, \text{n.s.}\], stress position \[F(1,277) = 281.93, \text{p< .0001}\], language x stress position \[F(1, 277) = .018, \text{n.s.}\]; for peak V1/V2 intensity ratio: language \[F(1, 277) = 4.07, \text{p< .05}\], stress position \[F(1, 277) = 291.64, \text{p< .0001}\], language x accent \[F(1, 277) = .028, \text{n.s.}\]) (Figure 2a, 2b). A previous study by Fujisaki et al. (1986) found that Japanese speakers increase intensity of accented vowels in Japanese, but the degree of increase was far less than that by native English speakers speaking in English. In general increased intensity of accented vowels is a natural physiological phenomenon; intensity increase is approximately proportional to the increase of pitch. Japanese lexical accent is indicated by higher F0 and its rapid fall towards the following mora. Therefore, in Japanese vowel intensity is naturally increased when a vowel is accented because of faster vocal fold action. However, in English the increase in intensity of stressed vowels is generally greater than the increase in F0 (e.g. Fujisaki et al. 1986). Other studies have also shown that in English intensity is a more reliable cue for stress than increases in F0 (Kochanski et al., 2005 & Kochanski and Orphanidou, 2008). This indicates that in the current study, the Japanese subjects, who spoke fluent English, were able to use intensity cues to mark lexical stress when speaking in English.
3.3. The fundamental frequency of stressed and unstressed vowels

The average F0 of all vowels, peak F0 of stressed vowels and lowest F0 of unstressed vowels were measured. The ratio between stressed and unstressed vowels within the same word was obtained for average F0 and peak and lowest F0s, and analyzed by the location of stress and speakers' first language. The V1-V2 ratios were over 100% for both V1 and V2 for both language groups (Figures 3a, 3b). This means that when vowels were stressed, their F0s increased. The V1-V2 ratio was significantly higher in V1 than V2 for both average F0 ratio and the ratio between peak and lowest F0s for both language groups (for average V1-V2 F0 ratio: language [F(1, 277) = 89.46, p< .0001; for peak F0/lowest F0 ratio: language [F(1, 277) = 130.36, p< .0001]). However, there was a significant interaction between language group and stress location: [F(1, 277) = 10.81, p< .001] for the average F0 ratio and [F(1, 277) = 4.7, p< .05] for the peak-lowest ratio. This indicates that although both Japanese and English speakers increased F0 of stressed vowels the English speakers changed F0 more depending on whether syllables were stressed or unstressed.

The lower V1-V2 ratio when the second vowel in a word was stressed indicated that the increase in F0 was less when the second vowel of each word was stressed compared with when the first vowel was stressed. This was probably due to the effect of natural declination of F0, which means that F0 is higher at the beginning of utterances and is gradually lowered towards the end of utterances. The difference between language groups suggested that Japanese speakers may tend to mainly use F0 change to indicate stress whereas English speakers rely on intensity increase more than F0 increase to mark lexical stress.

3.4. Vowel quality

The first and second formants of all vowels were measured at the middle point of their steady state and their formant values were plotted for each vowel by the presence or absence of stress and the results are shown in Figures 4a-4h. English speakers generally showed a clear difference between stressed and unstressed vowel quality, especially when the vowels in the same position were clearly different phonemically, e.g. the underlined vowels in *contract /'kəntrækt/*, *permit /'pəmɪt/* vs. *permit /'pəmɪt/*, and *subject /'sʌbdʒekt/* vs. *subject /'sʌbdʒekt/*. F1 and F2 values of phonemically the same vowels in English speakers' production were similar. In other words, whenever there was phonemic difference, English speakers produced vowels of different quality. However, Japanese speakers did not show any clear difference in vowel quality based on stress assignment. The F1 and F2 values of stressed and unstressed vowels produced by Japanese speakers tended to be merged together (Figures 4a, 4c, 4e, and 4g).
Figures 4a-4h. F1 & F2 of stressed and unstressed vowels by Japanese and native English speakers

4a(i) Japanese: F1 & F2 of V1 of *contract*

4b(i) English: F1 & F2 of V1 of *contract*

4a(ii) Japanese: F1 & F2 of V2 of *contract*

4b(ii) English: F1 & F2 of V2 of *contract*

4c(i) Japanese: F1 & F2 of V1 of *differ/defer*

4d(i) English: F1 & F2 of V1 of *differ/defer*

4c(ii) Japanese: F1 & F2 of V2 of *differ/defer*

4d(ii) English: F1 & F2 of V2 of *differ/defer*
4e(i) Japanese: F1 & F2 of V1 of *permit*

4f(i) English: F1 & F2 of V1 of *permit*

4e(ii) Japanese: F1 & F2 of V2 of *permit*

4f(ii) English: F1 & F2 of V2 of *permit*

4g(i) Japanese: F1 & F2 of V1 of *subject*

4h(i) English: F1 & F2 of V1 of *subject*

4g(ii) Japanese: F1 & F2 of V2 of *subject*

4h(ii) English: F1 & F2 of V2 of *subject*
3.5. Lexical stress manipulation by Japanese speakers

The Japanese and native English speakers showed similar patterns for (i) vowel duration (ii) average and peak intensity ratios of stressed and unstressed vowels in each word, and (iii) average F0 ratio and peak & lowest F0 ratio of vowels in differing stress locations (Figures 1-3). Vowel durations of unstressed vowels were significantly shorter than their stressed counterparts in the same words for both language groups, but the native English speakers reduced vowel duration significantly more in the unstressed vowels. However, there was a significant difference between Japanese and native English speakers in terms of F1 and F2 of vowels, i.e. vowel quality. The native English speakers varied their F1 and F2 values depending on the presence or absence of stress: unstressed vowels were centralized. The differences in vowel quality were greatest when vowels differed phonemically. However, stress had little effect on the vowel quality of the Japanese speakers’ utterances.

The results suggest that Japanese speakers are more sensitive to duration and F0, which are phonologically important in Japanese; Japanese lexical accent is indicated mainly by F0 change. Therefore, it is natural that Japanese speakers also use F0 to indicate lexical stress in English. Japanese differentiate vowels and consonants by their duration both phonetically and phonemically: short vowel /\textipa{V}/ [\textipa{V}] and long vowels /\textipa{VV}/ [\textipa{V}:], and singleton /\textipa{C}/ and geminate voiceless obstruents /\textipa{CC}/ [\textipa{C}:]. Therefore, the Japanese speakers may have been sensitive to the change of vowel duration when the syllable was accented. In terms of intensity, the Japanese subjects showed a similar pattern of intensity increase as native English speakers when vowels were in stressed syllables. As explained in the Introduction, intensity is not associated with accent in Japanese, but the Japanese subjects controlled intensity in a similar way to the native English speakers. However, the Japanese speakers did not differentiate vowel quality indicating that they were not very sensitive to changes in vowel quality associated with the presence or absence of stress in English. This lack of sensitivity is expected to a certain extent because accent does not affect vowel quality in Japanese. Moreover, Japanese has smaller number of vowel phonemes than English. If stressed and unstressed vowel phonemes in English fall in to the same phoneme category in Japanese it is unlikely that Japanese speakers will differentiate these vowels. The Japanese subjects, despite speaking fluent English, may have not acquired English vowel phonemes completely because they perceived both stressed and unstressed vowels to be the same phoneme, and could only perceive differences based on duration, intensity and F0. Consequently, they expressed English accent only by duration, F0 and intensity.

4. Conclusion

The results suggest that the Japanese speakers were able to achieve good control of F0, intensity and duration of stressed and unstressed vowels in English, but even though they were fluent speakers they could not control native-like vowel quality. This implies that it is very difficult for Japanese to acquire L2 phonemes. The results supported the findings of Lee et al (2006). It indicates that the phonemic category of L1 is fixed at an early stage in native language development, and is not likely to be altered, and is therefore transferred to L2 phonology.

These results imply that in the process of L2 acquisition acoustic features of stress are ranked, and for Japanese speakers it is difficult to acquire L2 phonemes.
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